What is contained in this file is the Sheriff Richard Mack event
March 9, 2013, and the aftermath in the Roseau Times-Region
paper via Jeff Olsen’s opinion column and letter to the editor.
We publish it here for uncensored dissemination.
The file is current as of 4/15/2013.
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Amendment Under Attack!
We can act! -- CSPOA

Constitutional Sheriffs and Peace Officers Association

Sheriff Richard Mack

Local CSPOA Patriots Committee has invited
Sheriff Richard Mack here to NW Minnesota for a
speaking engagement! Sheriff Mack will share
with us how he found himself embattled in the
United States Supreme Court against the Brady
Bill officially proving in 1997 that the Clinton
era assault weapons ban was in fact
unconstitutional.

Come Join Us!

Saturday March 9th
Thief River Falls, MN
Lincoln High School Theater

We can use these tools to combat
current attacks on our 2nd Amendment

Main Entrance

10 am – Noon
Just one block west of Pennington County
Courthouse!
st
Corner of 1 St. West and Knight Ave. So.

Saturday March 9th
Roseau, MN
Roseau School Theater
3 pm – 5 pm
East or West Entrance
Seating capacity: TRF 800. Roseau 400. First come, first served. FREE will offering.

Defend Your Rights!

Paue4

Saturdav, March 16, 2013

Praise the lord and Pass the Ammo
Jell
Olsen

It's funny how people perceive the government.
Take the Republicans.
They hate the government
whenever it does something
they strongly disapprove of like legalizing homosexual marriage.
They think it's an abomination.
Me, I think it's better than
some guy waking up next to his
wife of 10 years and confessing
that he loves Ralph at work and
that he's leaving her and the
kids.
He knew before he was married that he was attracted to
men, but he needed a cover for
being gay.
I say let the gays and lesbians
enjoy their own kind, and I can
live with it.
Here's another example where
the Republicans and conservatives can't get enough government intervention.
They want abortion outlawed.
Period!
As much as the conservatives
hate liberal judges, they now
love the Supreme Court with its
conservative majority.
Some day, the court will either
overturn Roe vs . Wade or limit it
drastically, and they will be able

to praise the Lord.
Where they really see the federal government as the real axis
of evil is when they spot any inroads
on
the
Second
Amendment.
"Don't touch our assault
rifles!"
I didn't bother to attend former Sheriff Richard Mack's
Second Amendment presentation last Saturday at the Roseau
School Theater.
.
He was selling fear and speaking to the choir.
Yes, I had a couple of spies
there, and they reported that it
was like a Republican convention with many of the town's
notables,
including
Representative Dan Fabian .
One thing that amazes me is
how all these white guys can
despise their government, yet
very few of them ever bothered
to put on the uniform and serve
in the military.
I wish we still had the draft
with no age limit so we could
have sent all these true patriots
to Iraq and Afghanistan where
they could have shown their
shooting skills and courage.
I've been around some of
these old white men in their
fifties and early sixties, and not
a damn one of them ever served.
They're like Dick Cheney,
whose excuse for his numerous
deferments during the Vietnam
War was that he had better
things to do.
Like not getting killed or
wounded.
For the record, I am a gun
owner, which is why I take
exception to former Arizona
Sheriff Richard Mack raking in

the bucks with his spiel that the
Obama administration wants to
outlaw our guns.
It'll never happen, folks, just
as this country will' never completely outlaw abort\ons.
Believe it!
Fear sells.
Oh, does it ever.
In Monday 's Grand Forks
Herald, the Associated Press ran
an article on firearms, titled in
bold print, Gun show vendors
supply the bullets
In the very first paragraph, it
read: Firearm dealers in North
and South Dakota say they're
cashing in on the demand for
bullets.
Let the buyer beware.
According to the article, the
prices of some ammunition have
tripled .
In other words, due to the fear
angle being parlayed by the
apostles of fear, there's been a
concerted run on ammunition.
The expected shortage of all
ammunition, according to the
Associated Press, could last for
six months or longer.
It's happening right here in
Roseau, Minnesota, a fine
Republican stronghold that values church, beer, and plenty of
ammo.
The problem is, it's in such
short supply that you might need
to hit up your local banker for a
loan to buy some .22 shells .
On Wednesday morning, I
called Coast True Value
Hardware and talked with Kim
Arneson.
I had just one request, a simple one.
"Can I buy some long .22
shells? Say a brick of them?"

A brick, for the unenlightened, is 500 shells.
"We're sold out!" she said,
adding that she didn't even have
a single box of 50 rounds.
There is some good news.
Tim Erickson, the owner,
likes to keep his customers
happy and has gone the extra
mile.
"He went to a gun show and
bought massive amounts," said
Ms. Arneson.
But I would have to wait a
while to buy my preferred .22
shells.
Next, I called Scott's True
Value, right across the street
from Coast True Value.
Steve Ross, the clerk, mentioned that Scott Hostvedt, the
owner, was gone for the day.
"Got any .22 shells?" I asked.
"We're out," he said, recalling
that he had sold out all the
remaining .22 shells last week.
"A guy came in and bought
them all," he said. "Yesterday, a
guy came in looking for .22
shells."
Mr. Ross explained that the
owner no longer stocks most
ammunition, but the store had
stocked .22 shells .
"We might restock if we can
get them," he said.
Imagine that!
A run on .22 shells.
Finally, I called Ace Hardware
on the west end of Roseau and
talked with Sherri Johnson, a
clerk.
No, she couldn't sell me a
brick of .22 shells.
So, I asked if she could check
the ammunition shelf to see
what she had in stock.
Shortly, she was back on the

phone.
"There are some boxes of
.22's," she said, mentioning that
it's ·on a first come, first served
basis.
It was time to inquire on the
prices-.t"l".·
"They start at $9.99 for a box
of 50," she said. "That's the
cheapest."
I hate to age myself, but I told
Sherri that when I was a teenager, a box of 50 cost 50 cents.
I'm not sure if she laughed
and said, "You are old!"
But I do remember that she
said it was a long time ago when
they were that cheap.
Now, I do have a problem, no
thanks to a bloke like Richard
Mack, who rakes in big bucks
running around the country scaring gun owners that the Second
Amendment is going to be trampled on.
With .22 shells scarce, several
of my grandkids will be getting
the shaft this spring when they
come to spend the day.
I'll have to dole out the
rounds, and my pal, Trevor, who
loves target shooting when he's
not blasting skunks and any rabbits near the garden, will start
thinking that old Grampa Bro is
a damn tightwad.
I'm just going to tell them.
"Boys, if you want to shoot
any more than the 50 rounds I
gave you, dig into your pockets
for your allowance money."
There is no free lunch and,
definitely, there ain't no free
ammo!
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Where Does True Division Beuinil
To the Editor,
The first time I ever pulled a
buck out of my pocket to pick
up a Roseau newspaper must be
twelve to fifteen years ago. It
was also the last time I dug for
spare change for it. I don't even
remember what it was Jeff
Olsen wrote that offended me
so. I just remember being
offended. I'm sure I've offended many people over the course
of my life as well . I assume
those are the people who don't
bother to say hello as I'm walking down the sidewalk . Over
the years of course, friends
have laid many copies in front
of me just to see my jaw drop
from whatever Jeff's infantile
rant of the day may have been.
Such was the case this morning
when I was asked to read his
latest blasphemy. (It should be
noted that as I was out running
around the past few weeks ,
spending about $1500.00 on
advertising for our . CSPOA
patriot group meeting with
Sheriff Richard Mack, I made a
conscious decision not to
advertise in the Roseau paper
for the same reason I refuse to
buy it. I have a number of
friends in the community who
choose not to advertise there for
the same reason.) Isn't the free
enterprise
system
great!
(Notice, I don't refuse to read
the paper, only to buy it.) After
I gagged down all the blasphemy in Jeff 's opener, it was difficult to see where this pornography may end, so I had to read
carefully to connect all the disconnected thought it must have
required to try get that much
hate from so many different
areas into such a small article . I
must admit it took skill! It
amazes me how someone can

frame he carried them. He didn't even bother to remove the
plastic wrap from the one book,
yet he feels comfortable enough
to write an opinion piece with
no information. A wise man
once told me: "Opinions are
like A-holes. Everyone has one,
but sometimes you run into an
A-hole with an opinion." This
is why I hate to even reply to
such nonsense , especially when
I'm reminded of words from
another wise man: "Never
wrestle with a pig. You both get
dirty, but the pig likes it."
If Jeff Olsen really wants to
know who has true courage, he
sl'lould consider Iranian-born
American citizen Pastor Saeed
Abedini who currently sits in
the most dangerous prison in
Iran being accused of spreading
Christianity for starting an
orphanage there. All Ab.edini
needs to do is denounce Jesus
and he can go home to his beautiful family, yet, he sits there,
fearing for his life and missing
his wife and children . Now
there is a man truly in love with
his Creator!
The Founding Fathers of our
country were also men of great
courage. With so much bloodshed and tourment required to
form this republic, sometimes
we should go back and remind
ourselves of all they endured-all the way through the endless
bickering it took to form the
United States Constitution. It
should
be
noted
that
Washington and Madison both
referred to it as "a divinely
inspired document.'.' They were
men who pledged their very
lives, fortunes and sacred honor
to create this very republic. I
don't expect Jeff to have any
respect for the Founding
,......,
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Kolbe found enough strength to
raise one arm for the shot, and
never stopped praying as he
looked the guard straight in the
eye until that shot ended his
life.
A proud claim to being to the
left of Karl Marx is not a statement you can walk away from
easily. But isn't America a great
land when you have the constitutional right to publish such
filth! Jeff seems to feel that
Richard Mack is somehow
responsible for the cost of his
.22 shells--by all his fear-mongering of course. This is just
another grand claim from
someone who wasn't there and
chose not to read any of the
books given to him. Of course it
couldn't be the cause of the US
Government Department of
Homeland Security who has, in
the last couple of years stockpiled 1.6 billion .223 hollow
point rounds, among all the
other ammo recently stockpiled by the government. When
one DHS official was asked
why the government was stockpiling hollow point ammo ,
when Geneva Convention rules
say you can't use hollow points,
the reply
was,' Geneva
Convention rules don 't apply in
a domestic conflict." That's an
answer that should alarm any
rational American. Perhaps that
has more to do with the cost of
Jeff's .22 shells. Let's not forget
the 7000 assault rifles recently
purchased by the Obama
administration (fully automatic
real ones) for the DHS, and also
the 2700 armored vehicles for
domestic use in the DHS.
Here's a news tip we should
consider: When the US government is stock-piling weapons,
amm<?, food, water an~ medical

and he was guilty of nothing.
The zerO Administration did
less than nothing to help get
him out. A couple of Congress
members were working unsuccessfully at it until Bill
O'Reilly got involved, and
threatened a travel boycot of all
his viewers to Mexico unless
they released Jon. Jon was
released a few days later. Oh,
yes! The cartel wants you to lay
on their beach and buy $20 .00
drinks until the hotel safe is full
of tourist dollars. Rememberthe cartel has all the guns. They
just happen to be there to empty
the safe each evening to assist
the hotel owner with his
deposit. *WINK*
Jeff is so convinced that those
evil Republicans and Sheriff
Mack spend all their time fearmongering. Perhaps he should
read the April 2009 report by
Janet Napolitano's Department
of Homeland Security to boast
his disdain of us "radical" rightwingers. Here--/'ll provide it
for you! It's entitled: "Right
Wing Extremism: Current
Economic and Political Fueling
Resurgence in Radicalization
and Recruitment". It reads in
part: "Returning veterans possess combat skills and experience that are attractive to right
wing extremists." Department
of Homeland Security's Office
of Intelligence and Analysis is
concerned that "right-wing
extremists will attempt to
recruit and radicalize veterans
in order to boost their violent
capacities." Who's seeing boogie men under the bed now?!
Let's jump forward to
Thursday, Feb. 21, 2013 wh.en
Michael Connelly, Executive
Director of the US Justice
Foundation said that veterans

care. That should go great!
Many people say I don't need
an AR-15 . Too bad. If I want
one, I have the constitutional
right to own one. I don't own
one, but I may want to some
day. What if I decide one day
that you don't need a boat or a
snowmobile or a motorcycle?
Perhaps in the name of saving
the planet from ourselves, I
could take the tractor from your
farm because I know there are
more fuel-efficient tractors
available to you. Would that be
acceptable? I didn't think so.
We can still go back to Dec.
1993 when Attorney General
Janet Reno said, "Waiting periods are only a step. Registration
is only a step. The prohibition
of private firearms is the goal.''
Or we could go right back up to
March 11, 2013 when Jan
Schakowsky
(DemocratIllinois) stated, "Leaders are
going to push as hard ad they
can, as far as they can." And
yes, she was including handguns in her conversation. So
yes, Jeff, there is no reason to
blame the Pope, Republicans,
or Richard Mack for the price ·
of your .22 shells. You'd better
just hope you don't get a letter
from the VA one day telling you
that you may be fined, imprisoned, or both, just for owning
.22 shells .
The DHS website just last
week announced the approval
of two 4.5 million dollar no-l>id
contracts for more weapons and
ammo. Dave Gibson reported
the DHS posted details of a 4.5
million dollar no-bid contract
with Sig Saure worth 4.5 million dollars over the next five
years. That contract is identical
to the one DHS announced last
week with Heckler & Koch. In

sion would certainly be one of
his greatet joys. So, I'll take my
best OPINION information '
from Porter Stansberry, who
believes the best explanation
for our government stock-piling
DHS military supplies is to do
battle on US soil for one main
reason. The Washington dog I
and pony show is all for looks
to distract us all, from the real
problem. Republicrats and
Democans are both well aware
there is no solution to a 17 trillion dollar (and rising) deb.t,
and have full knowledge that
the financial crisis is unsolvable
and therefore the imminent collapse of the dollar will happen
very soon. Once the dollar has
no value, jobs will no longer
exist of any kind because there
will be no method of compensation. Pandemonium will
ensue. The very old and the
very sick will be the first to die.
The battle for survival will
begin. As we have learned
throughout history, the armed
will be the last to stand. As I
said earlier, it's just an opinion,
and opinions are like A-holes .
Everyone has one, and I'm just
another A-hole with an opinion,
but I'll develop that opninion
with scholars like Porter
Stansberry and the like rather
than take any advice EVER
from Jeff Olsen.
Let's take a look at the 2nd
Amendment, shall we? "A well
regulated militia, being necessary to the secruity of a free
state, the right of the people to
keep and bear arms, shall not be
infringed." It should be noted
that the 2nd Amendment is the
only amendment to the
Constitution which states a
PURPOSE. The Founding
Fathers warned us NOT TO

take so much advantage of the
1st Amendment without any
concern for the 2nd. I have
never seen such misinformation, lies, and accusations published anywhere. From the
podium in the theater, the 400
seat room appeared to be twothirds to three-fourths full , yet
Jeff lays claim that no one in
the room had ever worn a
United States uniform, a pretty'
bold claim since severaL members of our patriots committee
are Vietnam vets-not to mention
the uniformed peace officers
from several counties seated
down front! He also seems to
have all the inside information
on what he thinks Sheriff
Richard Mack is selling, and
what his cost of operation is.
Another bold claim from someone too ~uti !! to sh w up hi mself and listen! We even gave
Jeff the opportun ity to leam by
giving him three books on the
subject. He decided no one was
going to shove a book at him
that may derail his opinion. By
all means-don't bother him with
the facts! He brought the books
back the next morning presumably unread, given the time

tlathers wh.: n he cleatly and
proudly profes es to have none
for God Himself. I have prayed
many Rosaries for Jeff, and I
suppose my work is not done
yet, after all, he actually proudly wrote and published the
words , ''I'm to the left of Karl
Marx ." There is little you can
say to make yourself more irrelevant than that , especia:ll.y when
we cons'ider'the millions of. lost
human li;ves in the name' of
communism. Perhaps here's
another appropriate moment to
remember another brave soul:
St. Maximillian Kolbe who
offered his life in a German
starvation chamber in the place
of another soldier so that that
soldier could go home to his
wife and family, after two
weeks of constant prayer. When
all but four of the dozen or so
prisoners had succumed to starvation, the prison needed the
cell for another batch of prisoners to starve to death . As the
guards came in to give the four
remaining (near death) a shot of
sodium pentothal to clear the
cell, the guard reported at his
later trial that he was haunted
by the fact that St. Maximilian

supplies, it probably is a good
time for us to do the same.
How quickly we forget history. In 1890, the US government
shot and killed 290 unarmed
American Indians at school,
including over 200 women and
children. Jeff is so full of confidence that they will never take
his guns away. So were the
MeN.ican people in the 1920~ s
int0-'· the 30's.;" 'until ·some ·. 90
thousand Mexicans lost their
lives, including some 6000
priests and bishops. The guns
were what the initial fight was
over, but the ultimate goal was
to end the Church in Mexico.
Religious liberty is what was
truly at stake. As history now
tells us, who didn't give up the
guns in Mexico? The criminals
who hid in the wilderness with
them didn't give them up. By
the 1970's, those criminals had
formed a powerful drug cartel
in a short time of only 40 years.
By the year 2012, the cartel
proved it had more power than
the US government by chaining
former US marine Jon Hammer
to a bed in an open, dangerous
prison yard for four months on
trumped-up senseless charges,

have began receiving letters
from . the VA (Veteran 's
Administration) . Reading, in
part: "A determination of
incompetency wilJ prohibit you
from p\lrCbasing , possessing,
receiving , or transporting a
firearm or ammunition . If· you
knowingly violate any of these
prohibitions, you may be fined,
impris ned or b0th•" •ThiS
·uriconscionable and unconstituional 11Cl ffies in the face l)f,
" the· presumption of innocence
·o.r ·the right to due process"
guari\nteed under the constitu•
tion atid the 5th Amendment.
Yes, there truly is a full blown
assault on weapons by the zerO
Administration. Vietnam veteran Jeffrey Schrader found out
the hard way about registration
leading to confiscation. He was
denied a permit to purchase a
gun because of a fist fight be
had been in way back in 1968 .
Slnce that fist fi ght, he had
bought and sold many glln ,
been to war raised a family and
had grown Jd. Suddenly, our
government decided he was too
high risk . Just wait till the
bureaucrats get their meat
hooks deeper into our health

April of201 2, DHS purchased
$143,000.00 worth of St:lbmachine guns from Heckler &
Koch. And why all the a:rmed
military eocerci eel using chopper firing -automatic weapon
(using blank ammunition) and
tanks being conducted being
conducted in Los Angeles,
Boston , Chicago , St. Louis ,
\Mir.mea~olis ,
Miami
and
Houston? Why d~d the Nation.al
Security Agency refuse to
declassify Obarna's executive
order that would allow the government to deploy the military
within the United States for the
sake of cyber-security? Ask
NSA whistle blower Thomas
Drake. You may find his answer
interesting!
Perhaps Diane Fartstein and
Joe Biden need to be reminded
of the Dick Act of 1902 before
they start running at the mouth
about what weapons should be
banned. Google it up!
I realize Jeff can't wait to
drive a wedge between
Republicrats and Democrans,
but rather than follow his hogwash, I try to remember where
true division begins: with the
father of all lies. Absolute divi-

TRUST THEM! And those
final four words, "shall not be
infringed" remind us all that
that is the single most infringed
amendment of an time!
Tom Morrissey

Gatzke

Publisher's Note:
Tom, you are entitled to your
opinion of the Roseau 'Times-

Region cmd Jeff Ol~·en. A-8 :you
have 5tated, your opinion dif·
fers from his opinio11 column,
but not once did you mentiQn
the FREE front page advertisi7lg the eve11t received from an
article Jeff Olsen wrote. Even
(hough yqu chose to .fpend your
advertisi17rg money elsewhere,
the Roseau Times·Resion and
Je!f Olsen took the /liglw road
and Jeff Olsen wrote an inform~
~tive prticle .on the upt;oming
evem. This world would be a
much beu er place· if everyone
didn't always j oCWi only on the
negative. Give ·credit where
credit is due . Jeff did a great job
on the article.
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Obstructed Bener Judgement
Dear Editor,
Mr. Olsen, you've been writing
Democrat vs. Republican so long
that I fear it's obstructed your
better judgement. When given
the opportunity to bring citizens
together "One nation under'
God," you chose to grossly misrepresent the facts . Facts that you
would have gathered if you'd
taken the time to read any of the
material that was given to you ,
showed up for the scheduled
interview before writing the article, or actually attended the
March 9th speaking engagement.
Instead, oozing with animosity,
your opinion was off to print with
little to build from.
As a graduate of Roseau High
School I witnessed, first hand,
your dedication to kids and honorable commitment to the ' underdog.' So, understandably, I was
disappointed in the effort you
made for this particular cause .
You have an enormous responsibility as an educator and writer to
do your homework and represent
accordingly. It was not so much a
political issue, Mr. Olsen, as it
was that of our Constitution - the
Constitution that's in effect to
protect each and every one of us .

My hopes were high in the
days leading up to Roseau's visit
from former Sheriff Richard
Mack. Bringing people together
for anything isn't an easy task ...
and nearly impossible if popcom
and a scoreboard aren't involved.
But, his visit was intended to be
educational and unifying. The
idea of bipartisan support for
anything made my heart light.
Hopeful. I truly don't understand
how you derived Praise the Lord
and Pass th.e Ammo from such a
positive cause? I'm guessing an
article about the govemment regulating the Amish over milk pasteurization wouldn't raise enough
eyebrows? In case you're wondering, that was a topic also mentioned that day.
You compared Sheriff Mack's
visit to a Republican convention.
Excuse me for correcting you
again, Mr. Olsen, but I most certainly fall short of the usual villain you seem to enjoy depicting.
I am not a middle-aged guy, gun
advocate, or political activist. In
all honestly, I might be much
more intimidating as an
employed 31 year old wife and
mother. One who cares enough
that I'm willing to join hands

This lener Is meant tor the Editor and Mr. Olson
with a stranger in hopes that a
positive spark will occur. A spark
that, I pray, will spread and preserve a future for my daughter in
which her dreams are determined
by God and hard work - nothing
else.
We have very different definitions of selling fear, Mr. Olsen.
You apparently fear Republicans
and I fear uninformed and uninvolved Americans. Collectively,
we have the ability to do great
things ... but, when divided, have
great potential for self-destruction. Is love for our neighbors not
worth fighting for? You fought
for our country - and for that, I
thank you. But, please realize that
preserving it is going to require
much more. It's going to require
faith, understanding, and action
on the part of each and every one
of us. It's time to stop pointing
fingers and start forming solutions.
For those interested, you can
watch the event from March 9th
for yourself by viewing it on
YouTube.
Respectfully,
Amber N. Olson

In Response to Jan Olsen's Opinion Piece
Dear Editor,
What follows is my letter to
the editor in response to Jeff
Olsen's "Praise the Lord and
pass the ammo" opinion piece.
Since many people won't
report the facts (including
regarding
Sheriff Mack's
March 9th presentation which is
available on YouTube) nor listen to reason anymore, I'm
going to figuratively wake
those people up with a bold
statement:
Why the heck did the hippies
and others who fought "the

man" allow themselves and
their offspring to become "the
man's" bitch?!
Oh, you great ones that claim
the moral high ground, you
praise revolutionary leaders that
murdered scores of their own
disarmed people and at the
same time willingly allow your
government to decide what you
can and can't defend yourself
with. You are in thrall.
Your new mantra of "Do
whatever you want - as long as
it's mandatory!" is a shame to
liberty.

You· are clueless to the many
veterans that were part of bringing Sheriff Mack or attended
the presentation, as you are to
how many good people would
even take a bullet right here in
NW Minnesota to defend the
likes of an ass like you, Jeff.
In ·absentia luce tenebrae
vincit (In the absence of light,
, darkness prevails),

Justin D. Brantingham,
President of RAM Defense
LLC

tions, to help preserve our rights
Dear Editor,
in this country. Remember, you
First let me say, I am not ·an
do not have to serve in the milold white guy, like Mr. Olson. I
itary to be a patriot. I watched
have served in the military and I
Mr. Mack in Thief River Falls
love my country. The biggest
and he was not spreading fear or
problem with the country is
guys like you Mr. Olson. From
even only focused on the 2nd
Amendment, it was about the
your opinions we can tell you
government encroaching on our
have not studied history and in
rights, much as many, many
my opinion, do not care very
governments have done to the
much for your grandchildren's
rights guaranteed to them under
citizens of other countries
throughout history. It about the
The Constitution and the Bill of
freedoms we have an when they
Rights.
start to disappear, they usually
The "old white guys" that are
keep disappearing.
listening to Mr. Mack spel4c
It sounds as though you are
whether they served in the military or not are at least out there,
blaming many gun owners for
the rising cost of ammunition.
listening to what is going with
The Constitution, while you do
What has the cost of almost
not take your time to even go,
everything done in the past few
years?
Skyrocketed!
Yes
but will give your opinion on
Mr. Mack in a newspaper. And
demand for shells has increased
the price, so has things like the
to that point Editor, why do you
cost of copper and lead? Ever
have someone that does not
even gather information and
think that it may take other
materials that cost money to
give a topic due diligence to
make bullets? They don't dig
even give an uneducated, opinion? Mr. Olson states it was like
bullets pre-made out of the
ground ..... Maybe it is the over
a Republican Convention,
1 billion rounds that the Obama
(hopefully his spies got it right)
administration has ordered for
and Dan Fabian was there. I am
DHS?? Think of that? Or
not about to suggest I know
maybe you will not know, with
exactly how Mr. Fabian feels
how informed you get on topics
about Mr. Mack and the issues
before you comment on them.
he brought up, but at least he
And lastly, I am sure everyone
was there, and by doing so,
showing concern for a topic that . will feel very sorry that
Grandpa, (you Mr. Olson) may
many people in our part of The
not be able to afford as many
Country and many other parts
.22 shells as your grandchildren
of The Country are concerned
want to shoot. Maybe if you
about, and that is more than you
would get informed they will
can claim Mr. Olson.
still be able to shoot a guy when
As for the military patriots ...
they are adults, or maybe even
what do you think they swear to
take their own grandchildren
uphold??? One of those things
out to shoot. Where do you
is so you have the right to sit
think the encroachment will
back, not be informed and still
stop? How would you like your
state your opinion. That is the
grandchildren to be walking
same reason that "the old white
home from school when they
guys" are taking their time to
are teenagers and the police can
listen to Mr. Macks' presenta-

stop them and search them just
because they think your grandchild may be going to commit a
crime? That is legal in New
York and that really is not far
away, it is not another country,
it is not under another leader, it
is here. New Orleans, after
Hurricane Katrina, the military
was going house to house to
take weapons without any probable cause and you know what?
I was there, the criminals still
had guns!!! Oh my GOD!! Did
they not get the word that they
were outlawed and had to be
turned in?? While we were
cleaning up, we had to have
armed police with us in certain
places in town because of the
danger, yet when seeing the
videos of the military going
house to )louse they were
always in the nice neighborhoods ...
Mr. Olson it is not your opinion I mind, it is your ignorance
while stating it.
Editor: seriously, can't you
do better than this guy??

Chad Cater,
Middle River, MN
Publisher's Note:
Chad, just as I am letting you
express "your" opinion /let Mr.
Olsen express his. It is called
Freedom of Speech. You have
every right not to agree with his
opinion as well as he has every
right not to agree with yours.
That is why it is called an opinion and on the opinion page. As
publisher of the paper, I will
continue to let (lnyone express
their opinion because I believe
in Freedom of Speech. Also, for
your informntion, Jeff Olsen is
a Vietnam Veteran.
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Our Constitutional· Rights
Dear Editor,
I found that your letter in
response to the meeting for
Sheriff Richard Mack lacked
many things, including facts
and logic. You begin by stating
how the Republicans hate the
government when things do not
go their way, such as those in
regards to homosexual marriage, abortion and the 2nd
amendment. For this I have to
ask, why is it wrong to be passionate about the things one
cares about? Why are we condemned for standing up and
fighting for what we believe in?
I am a young woman who· is
going to school at the
University of Minnesota. I
knew from the get go that I
would be a minority with my
conservative views. During
election time, liberals rallied
and spoke out against those
who did not agree with them.
No one even batted an eye.
However, those who held different opmwns than me
attacked me when I expressed
my beliefs. Cruel words and
demeaning statements were
thrown at me because I did not

support the murder of babies or
the legalization of homosexual
marriage. And you claim that
conservatives are the ones
spreading all of the hate.
I am also viewed as a "bad
guy" because I do not think the
government should be meddling with the 2nd amendment,
despite the fact that it is a right
guaranteed to the people by the
Constitution. Liberals argue
that if guns were banned or at
least more controlled, there
would be fewer news stories
about violence caused by guns.
But wait! They forget that it
was not the guns that killed all
those innocent people. It was
the lun~tic who pulled the trigger. Those lunatics would find a
way to commit these violent
crimes even if guns were
banned or controlled. They do
not need guns to take lives.
They can achieve that using
homemade bombs or gas and a
match. Maybe, as Sheriff
Richard Mack expressed, our
government
and
those
employed by our government
should be more concerned with
finding these criminals rather
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than giving out speeding tickets
left and right.
You felt the need to express
your views about Republicans
and now I have presented my
opposing
thoughts.
Unfortunately for the both of us
though, Sheriff Richard Mack's
presentation was not a battle
between
Democrats
and
Republicans. It was not even
merely about the 2nd amendment. This meeting was about
the constitutional rights that we
are guaranteed as citizens of the
United States of America. This
meeting was about spreading
knowledge, not fear. It was
meant to bring the people
together as one unifying force
to fight for our rights. One of
the rights guaranteed by OUR
constitution is the right to bear
arms. Why then does the government feel it has the power to
control that right? It doesn't.
For anyone who attended the
meeting, they know that it was
truly about our constitutional
rights. As I stated earlier, I am a
21 year old woman who is
enrolled in the University of
Minnesota down in the Twin

Cities. I live six hours from
Roseau, yet I still managed to
make it to this meeting. You,
however, did not have the
courage to show up to this
meeting or read the books even
though you live in the same
county. If you had been there,
you would have seen that the
meeting was not made up just
of a bunch of old men who want
to "praise God and pass the
ammo". In the auditorium, you
would have seen many women
of different ages. You also
would have seen some younger
folks trying to fight for their
rights. Had you been courageous enough to attend, you

SPRING WHEAT FOR SALE

2013 Wheat Varieties
KELBY

Early High Protein The
Complete Agronomic Variety

BRENNAN

would have witnessed yourself
that this was not a battle
between political parties or a
gun fest for old men. You would
have seen that this was a group
of individuals who wanted to
stand together to fight for the
things that they are guaranteed
by the Constitution.
As for your accusation that it
is our conservative fear mongering that is causing the price
of ammo to raise, I beg to differ.
It is the threat of taking away
weapons posed by your dear
Obama administration that is
causing this. You must also for-

get the financial crisis that our
country is experiencing, due to
the increasing amount of debt
we have thanks to the Obama
administration. This financial
crisis leads to prices being
raised on everything. Milk, for
example, does not cost what it
used to. Neither does gas. I suppose you als.o inaccurately
attribute this to conservative
fear mongering. Step back and
have a look at the bigger picture. See for yourself.

RespectfuUy,
Dana Grahn

Now Hlrlnu at the Roseau Municipal Liquor Store

Part-time management positions available
Starting pay: $13.00/hour. 24 hours (average) per week.
We are looking for employees to oversee store operations during
shift worked.
Duties include but are not limited to:
A) Cashier/customer service B) Balancing books/making deposits
C) Inventory management D) Janitorial duties
Employee must be able to:
A) Lift up to 50 pounds B) Be available for some evenings and
weekends
·
C) Be comfortable making legal sales of alcohol (training will be
available)
D) Supervise other employees and store operations when manager
: ... _,...,.. .............
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In which 1answer mv recent critics
Jell
Olsen

For a quarter of a century, I've
written this column and never
once have I seen the reaction like
last week .
They came out of the woodwork to protest what I wrote and
to attack my character.
I don't write this column to
upset people, although it happens
when I write about issues that are
close to their hearts.
Just to set the record straight:
I'm not anti-gun but I am against
gun violence, of which there is too
much in this cou[ltry.
J\nd yes, you can kiiJ people in
lnqrdlnnte- ways: !<niv,e , frying
pans attack dogs, hammer axes,
baseball bats, bornbs tire irons,
datnin ~ needles, poison ) drowning , hit aM run . strangulation ...
f like gunll, l enJoy tat:get §hOoting. l like h,unling and I don 't
want anyone taking away your
guns .
Unless you're a felon or a nutcase.
Or, you're planning an armed
revolution against our present
form of government because of
some real or imagined injustices.
This country might not be perfect, but it's ours.
Yours and mine.
I don't like everything about it,
but I can live with it.
Even when I was strongly
opposed to George W. Bush, I
knew I could wait him out.
You also can wait out Barack

Obama if he is your dreaded
enemy.
He, too, will come and go.
Now, it's time to tum the other
cheek.
I want to thank Mr. Tom
Morrissey, who bragged la, t week
that he ha n.' t pur hased a Roseau
Times-Region neWJipaper ,(n more
than a decade because of wh at l
write in this space.
He did , howevet, write 11 personal check ta the t)ubli. her so
this new paper would -publi h his
rambling n1ani festo Ia week.
That sum is the equivalent of 12
years of local subscriptions to this
newspaper.
And since I was the cause of
that money being invested in this
newspaper, I should ask for a
raise.
I also want to thank Mr. Colin
Pearson, whom I first interviewed
by phone after my publisher called
to request that I interview him on
Tuesday, March 5, for a frontpage piece.
It was a typical phone interview.
Mr. Pearson explained that he
and others had raised $14,000 to
bring former Arizona Sheriff
Richard Mack to Roseau that
coming Saturday.
While in town the next day, I
received a call from Carrie at the
Times-Region that I needed to
return a call to Colin Pearson.
I called Mr. Pearson, who told
me that I needed to stop at his
office because he had more to add
to the article .
I informed him the piece was
done. He then told me to stop by
his office anyway.
I arrived shortly after noon,
where he escorted me to his lunchroom and talked passionately
about the grave dangers we gun
owners face because the federal
government intends to take away
all our guns .

TOTAllY UNBEliEVABlE

I was surprised by his intensity
and her fervor.
He next insisted that ( accept
\>O k,s
(lurin g
that
three
Wednesday, March 6, meeting .
He wouldn ' t take llO for an
answer when I tried to refuse his
offer.
Two were small paperbacks
dealing with Sheriff Richard
Mack's views, which dealt with
the Second Amendment; the other
book was a virtual bible entitled
They Fired The First Shot, 2012 ,
which spooked me enough after
reading the back cover that I didn't bother to remove the cellophane.
I returned all three books two
days later on Friday, March 8, to
his Roseau insurance agency.
I'm also impressed with Mr.
Justin D. Brantingham, President
of RAM Defense LLC, whatever
that happens to stand for.
He wrote that I was clueless as
to "how '''any good people would
even take. a buller right here in NW
Minn e~ata 10 defend the likes of
an a.vs like you, .leff."
Please, aU my friends call me
Bro.
But let's cut to the chase.
When Mr. Brantingham stated
that many up here would take a
bullet for an SOB like me, it told
me one thing.
He's not a combat veteran.
Nobody wants to take a bullet
for somebody else unless he's
working for the Secret Service.
Justin could be ex-military, but
he probably served stateside.
Maybe he was a clerk-typist or a
chaplain's assistant.
So, I issue a challenge to you
patriots who orchestrated the mass
letter mailings to this newspaper
last week.
You prove to me that you went
the extra mile.
But before anything gets taken
out of context here and people

rush to their computers to reply,
my DD-214 Form states that I
l"eeeived an Hanorable Discharge
from Ute U.Sc Army in 1972.
I wa drafted on April19, 1966;
at age 22.
My serial number (back then it
wa, n't y0ur ocial Security number) was US55850037; my MOS
was II B t 0 (Light Weapons
lrtfantrym!ln); and I was stationed
at Fort Leonard W od, Mi souri
(basic train1n g) ~ Fort 0rd.
California (advanced training);
Sch field Batra :ks, Hawaii Uungle training); and th Republi<:: of
Sout.b Vi,etnam (J st Infan try
Division) .
You have my permission to ask
Don Dunn, the Roseau Veterans
Service Officer, if I did indeed
serve in this man's Army and saw
combat.
Likewise, to the men who wrote
those lett rs and/or operated
behind the scenes to impugn roy
honor, I'm expeeting that you will
contact Mr. Dunn and tell him to
provide the same information that
I am volunteering.
That is, if you actually served.
Maybe you took bosic training
at an old folks' borne.
Today, I must be the most dangerous man in northwestern
Minnesota for writing an opinion
piece that wasn't about the exorbitant price of .22 shells but the
paranoia I see in this area.
That column opened the floodgates of anger, contempt, and
character assassination.
It was total shock and awe just
to scan all those letters last week
castigating me for all sorts of
transgressions - all because of
what I wrote about one Second
Amendment speaker selling fear.
I stand by my opinions
expressed in that column, but I do
apologize if there were veterans in
attendance at the patriot meeting
at the Roseau School Theater that

I did not attend but did write an
opinion about.
I don't have to have cancer to
write knowledgeably about the
disease.
Every week, my colleague, Mr.
Buffum, attacks the Democrats in
general and President Obama in
particular, and nobody flies into a
rage.
But it's different with some
arch-conservatives up here and
elsewhere in this country.
They're so distrustful of their
government - the Obama administration - that they 've become irrational.
It can only come from the
Internet, where they are able to
make contact with other extremist
groups and their radical ideologies.
That just feeds on their unnatural fears about the govemmenL
It why we have orne local cit~
izens who are so par~noid that
U'l ey now believ the govemment
is going to rake away their gun .
Th y s-ee evi l, and thnt can
never be healthy or productive.
I don't always trust the government or the media.
Bul I mo l definitely don ' t trust
!UlY, fringe group of itizens, who
band together on some quirky idea
that they' re going to $ave this
country.
ll reminds
of Timothy
McVe igh, who blew up the
Alfred P. Mun-,ah Federal Building
in Oklab ma City il1 1995 on the
anniversary of the day l stepped
fo rward and took the oath of aUegiance to this country.
That was April 19th.
McVeigh, a veteran on a mission against his own government,
becam·e a 111 nster that day.
But he became a her tQ all
sorts of flakes and conspiracy theorists, which is disturbing.
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One verv unusual rebel and then the Bill
len

Olsen

God has heard my prayers.
Okay, I didn't really pray that
the Curia would actually pick
my kind of guy to be the next
pope after Pope Benedict XVI
tossed in the towel and call it
quits.
But I did write a column about
a month ago in which I talked
about my favorite pope, Pope
John XXIII (1958-1963), who
cared about the poor and even
visited with prison inmates basically, the least amongst us.
Oh, I said other things that the
truly faithful found fault with in
that column: a suggestion that
there should be women priests
and married priests.
Lord, grant us all good things
in due time.
God just might have the right
man in Pope Francis, who
already has the traditionalists up
in arms.
I say, "It's about time!"
On Holy Thursday, Pope
Francis conducted the Lenten
ceremony of washing and kissing "the feet of a dozen inmates,
including two females, at a
detention center in a departure
from church rules that restrict
the Holy Thursday ritual to
men," according to the
Associated Press.
Once, we couldn't eat meat on
Friday. That was any Friday.
Now that rule only applies to
Lent.
And here was Pope Francis at

a detention facility in Rome,
where almost 50 young people
are being detained.
The article didn't state
whether they were car thieves,
con artists, pimps, or pickpockets.
But the Associated Press article did report that many of them
"are Gypsies or North African
immigrants, and the 12 selected
for the foot-washing rite reportedly included Orthodox and
Muslim detainees."
Absolutely terrific!
Whereas previous popes
always washed and kissed the
feet of priests in St. John
Lateran Basilica, Pope Francis
defied that tradition.
He went to that detention center where the detainees are lucky
to get a shower once a week.
If you've ever been in jail, it
isn't exactly the Super 8.
Let the priests wash their own
feet. They can take a leisurely
hot bath and wash their own
feet.
I hope the rest of the world and the Muslim world - took
note.
Pope Francis told the
detainees that "washing your
feet means I am at your service.
Help one another. This is what
Jesus teaches us. This is what I
do. I do this with my heart
because it is my duty."
What a sacrilege!
The traditionalists, even some
of the church hierarchy, were
shocked by the pope's actions.
He runs the show now.
He should take note and ship
them to Siberia for their next
assignment.
The Associated Press article
also noted that, as the archbishop of Buenos Aires, he had previously conducted the feetwashing rituals in jails and hospitals.

He would often involve
women: photographs from his
days in Buenos Aires show him
washing the feet of a woman
holding her newborn child in
her arms, according to the AP.
Truly beautiful!
There couldn't be a more
powerful message than a man of
the cloth honoring motherhood.
But Pope Francis went against
the age-old tradition that
restricts the feet-washing ritual
solely to men.
"By disregarding his own law
in this matter, Francis violates,
of course, no divine direction,"
canon lawyer Edward Peters
wrote in a blog. "What he does,
I fear, is set a questionable
example."
Bravo, Pope Francis!
He's .only been in office a
month and already the chumps
are up in arms.
I would suggest to Pope
Francis that he start writing a
weekly column.
It will be a terrific way for
him to discover how many malcontents are out there claiming
to love the Lord.
Our Freedoms
Recently, I've been reintroduced to our remarkable Bill of
Rights
and
the
Second
Amendment, which states the
following: the right of the people to keep and bear arms shall
not be infringed.
This is an absolute constitutional right according to some,
who insist that nothing can
interfere with their right to own
any and all guns.
Never mind that felons can't
possess guns.
That right has also been
infringed any number of times
because of public safety.
Try walking into the Roseau
County Courthouse carrying a
semi-automatic rifle.
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1ot Rights
That's against the law.
things, but you can be sued for
Never mind that the First real money.
Amendment likewise guarantees
And if I were to write in this
column that someone is a
the following:
Congress shall make no law pornographer when he or she
respecting an establishment of isn't, that is libel and I can be
religion, or prohibiting the free sued.
exercise thereof; or abridging
And don't believe for a
the freedom of speech, or of the moment that people can peacepress, or the right pf the people ably assemble to protest, say, the
peaceably to assemble, and to Vietnam War, because I did that
petition the Government for a and was maced on one occasion
by the Minneapolis cops in
redress of grievances.
Try yelling "Fire!" in a 1969.
crowded movie theater. You will
Some of my friends got hit
be arrested, all the while com- with billy clubs as they were
plaining, "What happened to my peacefully protesting.
freedom of speech?"
They were soundly whacked
Nor is it advisable to loudly in both the head and the groin
declare that you are carrying a area.
bomb on your person while on
I told my fellow peaceniks,
an airplane flight.
"Well, you've finally become
Any number of passengers acquainted with the long arm of
the law."
will proceed to tear you apart.
And just ask all the blacks,
It might be your freedom of
speech, but it's against the law who peacefully protested in this
because public safety super- country in the 1950s and 1960s
for their civil rights and were
sedes your right of free speech.
It will be your free pass to a beaten, attacked by police dogs,
courtroom and a prison term.
and blasted with water from ftre
And try practicing your own .hoses.
Our country has a great
religion where you have seven
wives for each day of the week. Constitution, where it was origiBesides being a polygamist nally written that slaves were
and therefore subject to arrest, three-fifths of a person.
So much for "all men are creyou're a blooming idiot.
I've been married to just one ated equal."
woman for five decades and
Or women, for that matter,
have long known why the who were also second-class citiMormons went through hell150 zens .
years ago.
It wasn't until the 19th
They claimed a religious Amendment was ratified in
exemption for the number of August 1920 that women were
wives they could possess.
finally given the right to vote.
"The right of citizens ofthe
Believe it!
The First Amendment has all United States shall not be
sorts of limitations, all passed by denied or abridged by the
Congress.
United States or by any state on
There are laws dealing with account of sex."
slander, meaning you can't call
We are sometimes a great
someone a crook or a whore if it nation.
isn't true.
We're just extremely slow at
Sure, you can say those getting things right.
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I'm back to punk y'all some
more! Why? Well, because I ran
out of print space last week and
I don't think Jeff Olsen went far
enough in slapping you upside
your trash talking heads.
Reading Jeff's editorial...
"Praise the Lord and Pass the
Ammo" ... gave me the distinct
impression you guys really got
to rock and rolling with the
enthusiastic macho trash talk
after listening to Sheriff Mack's
lecture about the unconstitutionality of gun control and gun
confiscation. Of course, I am
quite sure Mr. Mack didn't
overtly or openly advocate for
anything going any further than
defining "resistance" as being
restricted to peacefully stating
your displeasure and taking the
recognized appropriate legal
avenues to resist gun control or
gun confiscation. Basically, Mr.
Mack seems to present himself
as a Gandhi type figure quite-in
tune with "passive resistance."
However, I get the impression Mr. Mack's audiences get
more than a tad overly excited
and enthusiastic when they listen to him. Granted in the past,
I have had contact with all seeing ... all knowing ... oracles
similar to Mr. Mack and to. a
man these oracles always
stopped just short and at a safe
distance from talking about outright down and dirty resistance.
Instead they seemed to be planting the seed and letting the
audience nurture it into maturity. However, in the long run
when any resistance goes violent then the oracle can disavow
any legal culpability because no
one will ever find any written or
spoken word of a violent nature
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in their prophesies. The other
thing is {It tfie lolfg" run most
orad~ turn out to be wrong or
corrupted by more materialistic
considerations.
The real deal is I could give a
rat's butt if any of you unite or
ally yourselves with some form
of a resistance movement but
let me give you some words of
advise based on my own experience in dealing with similar
groups.
In the first place, you can bet
your house somewhere in that
group there are snitches working for the government. You
can even bet someone in that
group is an actual really real
undercover officer or agent.
Those two factors translate into
before you can wipe your butt
the law will be coming to get
you and every other dumb butt
lame brain in the gl'Oup.
You can also bet 95% of the
group are just coming to meeting for the beer, free food, to
show off their obscenely tricked
out weapons, to play at being
tough guys by shooting unnecessarily tricked out weapons at
targets that don't shoot back,
and to talk cash crap about how
bad they are and what dangerous dudes they will be when the
time comes to resist oppression.
The truth is when push comes
to ~hove... when the rallying
call comes... that same 95%
will be nowhere to be found
and ... while I hate to bust your
little bubble even more ... most
of the remaining five percent
will fall on their backs and go
teats up at the first hint of trouble.
. Be for real here! If as many
Frenchmen were in the
"Partisans" during WWII that
claimed to be at war's end then
they could have walked right
over their German occupiers.
You see, the vast majority of
those stalwarts you are counting on to cover your butt in a
fl.fefight again~t your perceived
oppressors are going to be too
busy collaborating to make a

buck just- like they do now.
Whetl tfusfl conies to shove
between principles and making
profits off the oppressors while
staying alive... the profiteers
win hands down. Look! It's
human nature for the vast part
of any historical population to
just roll over and give up to
invaders, oppressive governments and hostiles. Principles,
freedoms and cultural morals
don't mean crap when it comes
down to being good little boot
tickers who are alive and men
of principles and morals who
are freaking dead. I believe the
saying is ... "Its better to be a
live chicken than a dead duck."
I strongly suggest you take a
good look at the trash talking
would be heroes you are getting
in with and think about who
among them you can really
trust. You dummies better
choose right because one fine
day even if you haven't discussed armed resistance someone might just lie on you to
save their own butt. The best
thing I can tell you is to trust no
one ... hunker down to become
totally invisible and totally
inconspicuous ... never, never
tell anyone what weapons you
have ... what essentials you have
and never ever boast about your
skills, if you actually have any.
If you are involved with a
peaceful civil disobedience
group do try to keep that group
small if only because large
groups are much too unwieldy
and much too conspicuous.
I've seen guys just like you
spending time on tactical shooting ranges just blasting away
with your tricked out accessorized AR-15 platforms and
your fancy handguns with laser
sights. · There you are kilhng
zombie targets and ones that
look like thugs or terrorists but
strangely I have yet to see a one
of those targets shooting back at
you wi$ real bullets coming
out of real guns.
You know it is one thing to
rush through a target range
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elling like Johnny ·Reb and
lasting down inanimate targets
ut is quite another to take on a
unmen who unlike you has
illed before and is just as crazy
angerous as you have deluded
ourself into believing you are.
is quite one thing to be roarg about victoriously shooting
ach other with paint balls and
nother to be in the open getting
h.ot at with the real thing.
It is quite a lot different in
illing a deer than it is to try
nd succeed in killing a man.
be old adage going something
ke man being the most danerous game is entirely true and
ou can take that from someone
rho hunted human predators
()r many years.
I'm afraid my fellow Baby
loomers failed the examination
facing up to the possibility of
1eeting a violent death in
w:ms way a very long time
go. If you didn't have the
ajones back in the day and
pted to bail out, the odds are
ou will bail again. After all, I
.o believe there is a quote statlg ... "A coward dies a thouand deaths. A hero dies but
>nee."
Maybe you all should go
ack into Neverland and let the
idults do your fighting for you.
!>o what you seem to do best ...
tit home and count your money.
Again, I see you all acting all
langerous and bad with your
lfetty weapons and yet what
·ou don't seem to realize is in
·our naivete brought on by livng in some fairy land dream
wrld in which you actually
link you are not only .going to
urvive against professional
{arriors but from talking to
orne of you, I have to think
ou are watching too many of
h.ose sci/fi post-holocaust
!lovies because you seem to
elieve you will be the founder
fa new civilization created in
our own image.
So shall we talk ·about your
elf-image of being Rambo. In
1e first place, Rambo or even a

f

Rambo like person never existed. If he had existed he would
have gotten killed the first time
he was standing as close as he.
does in the movies to a huge
explosion. Sorry, but the only
place you will be surviving
some of that hero crap you see
in the movies is in your freaking daydreams.
Similarly, the only place you
will need all those fancy pretties on your weapons is also in
your daydreams. Seriously, do
you really freaking think a laser
sight on your AR-15 or your
handgun is going to make you a
better shot when someone is
shooting back at you and just
happens to be a much better
man hunter... a natural predator... than you are. Sorry, laser
sights and tactical flashlights on
your accessory racks only make
you a much better target and if
you get overly dependent on
them then when the batteries
run out you are screwed doubly.
Besides the only reasons you
bought these accessories are for
purely egotistical self-serving
reasons because you fell for the
advertising of "You have to
have" ... because they are really
coollooking ... like long hooded
sports cars they satisfy the masculine issues you have going
on... to impress your friends
with your warrior prowess ... or
somehow they imj)rove your
warrior skills.
. Then there is the element of
guilt for having shirked military
duty or putting on a law
enforcement or firefighter
shield. I suppose that element
of guilt is a strong driving factor especially when the only
harms way you experienced
was a chance of a severe paper
cut while sitting at your desk.
The truth is those fancy
accessorized weapons will end
up in the mud when your "trusted" allies drop them because
they are keeping them from
making a rapid run from danger.
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As Far as "Heated" Topics...
To the Editor,
I see the editor would like to
respond to my letter from last
week then declare "the end of
-it." And, by all means, we all
look forward to that. However,
there are still some miscommunications that must be clarified.
The Publisher feels my time is
better spent on my "cause." Let
me clear that up for you. The
people in attendance at our
Richard Mack event, as well as
the readers of this paper, are my
"cause." The United States
Constitution effects every
American. And there is no
longer any doubt of blatant disregard in Washington for our
Constitution
. by
both
Republicans and Democrats. As
was displayed, once again, just
last week with a 53-46 vote on
the Inhofe Amendment 139
barely passing. Two Minnesota
democrats that voted to give
away your 2nd Amendment
rights were Amy Klobuchar and
Frapken ...establishing
Al
themselves as 2 of the 46 who
hlive placed their dishonest
hands on the Bible and took an
oath
to
uphold
the
Constutution. Then, voting on
record not to uphold the
Constitution, effectively rendering any oath from them
meaningless. Yes, folks, the battle rages on and a choice to be
uninformed is making a choice.
I hope you can live with that
choice when the DHS, ATF, or
(worse yet) U.N. troops show
up at your door to remove the
deer rifle your granfather gave
you.' There is overwhelming
evidence available that this is
the . goal
as the zerO
Administration continues to
support the U.N. Arms Trade
Treaty.
You say it's obvious the paper
"would find the meeting with
Sheriff Richard Mack of interest for our readers." Yet, no one
from the paper took the time to
show up. Of course, in the next
issue, the paper belches out a
hack piece like "Praise the Lord
and Pass the Ammo." So you
shou1dn 't be surprised there
was a reaction. You seem to
think I have some concern over
Jeff's "influence in the community." Sorry, he has none of me
, 1¥1~.!Mfs ~e extent of ,IJ;ly con:~"- \'• ' ¥-11
ii
2t r

Never once did I ask for your Cities early the next morning
opinion
after Mack left town. Once I
on
the
2nd
Amendment, or how you feel
heard she was safely back
about what I'm doing. Notice home, I never heard from her
I'm still not asking. Yes, you
again until she e-mailed me her
gave me the option to downsize
letter. The same day she emy letter or pay the paper. I
mailed it to you. Then, there
clearly stated that I "grudgingly
was 1. And yes, I stand alone
guilty as charged for writing my
whipped out my checkbook."
So, I can't imagine why you'd
"rambling manifesto!" So,
mention it except to accuse me clearly, my organization skills
fall short of your praise, b~t I
of paying the Warroad paper to
publish it. Let me clear that up
appreciate your confidence in
me. It's obvious in Jeff's
for you too! I didn't pay them to
publish it. A local Vietnam answer to his recent critics
Combat Veteran who was so
opinion piece. He somehow
appalled by ·"Praise the Lord
decided people were questioning his honorable military servand Pass the Ammo" decided
ice. Far from it! I didn't see
what I had to say needed to be
anyone questioning his service read by as many people as posjust -his accusation that no one
sible. He paid to have it published there. The Stephen . else at the Mack Event had the
same honorable service record.
Messenger published it on its
So, no, I have no reason to call
own merit without cost. Looks
Don Dunn about Jeff's honorlike some folks took an interest
able serviee. That was never in
in my "rambling manifesto."
question. His close-minded
As far as "heated" topics: the
position that he holds that honor
Courthouse, City Center, and so
alone, with' ho idea who was
forth .. .if a person understood
there, is what became the ques~
what they were reading in the 6
tion. As I stated in my origi_n,al
letters that came in, they were
all about Jeff. Not just another "rambling manifesto," ,IJ>!.al.&W
"heated" topic. So, if your
for a fact some that wert;.~h~e .
"blonde" moment was to misSo, as we read in the reply to his
understand that, so be it. I can
critics rant, everyone who loves
clear up your accusation that I
liberty and freedom, as well as
somehow orchestrated a letter their homeland, somehow gets
twisted into being just another
writing campaign. I'm glad you
appreciate my "organizational Timothy McVeigh. What else
skills." But, before you give me could freethinking people
expect from Jeff?
too much credit, I must make a
I noticed that all the attention
confession. I orchestrated no
was making AI Buffum feel left
such campaign. First, in the 6
letters written of Jeff's error, 1 out so he had to chime in (a
was from some guy who left
week late) with his own; I wasRoseau 50 years ago whom I've
n't there, but I have an opinion
never heard of. Then, there
piece. Either he missed what all
were 5. For the record, Amber the' ruckus was about or just
and Justin had seen one another wanted to keep it going? Who
before but did not know one
knows? At least he did some
another. Their letters were writhomework, flawed as it was. In
ten before I'd even finished
Mack he detects a "subtle
reading ·"Praise the Lord and
arousal to violent resistance."
Pass the Ammo." So, let's
Once again, if he had been
remove those 2. Then, there
there, he would have heard
were 3. No one in our group of Sheriff Mack say several times
friends had ever heard of Chad, throughout his presentation that
except me. I bump into him
his goal is to navigate a "peace~
every few years and we visit.
ful path." The entire presentaThat's what happened after I
tion was about find~g a
read the paper that day...and
"peaceful path" to subject that's
told him I was going to write a
no very peaceful. At least he
letter. He told me he had
didn't choose to place secret
already written one. I didn't
spied at the meeting. Only a
even know he had been to the coward would do something
Mack evept, Then, th~re 'f/1ere 2. ', ~ike t~t.! ~{m-·as the ~t;~p~a_ ]l~d _to~ g~t !Jack' tothe ·...tng,_ ;th~Ir, ,; besLto _;_k~ clheirJ
, - nM

M

218-463·1521• rtr@mncable.net
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THE EDITOR
readers informed': ...clearly, I
take issue with that. I'll even
provide an example! Last fall,
Donny Ross approached me on
the street in Roseau holding a
fist full of newspapers. He went
on to explain his displeasure
with the Roseau Times-Region.
There was apparently some
kind of press release from Rep.
Dan Fabian's office that was
sent to all the papers in his district. All had published the press
release except the paper in his
own hometown. I spoke with
Dan about it and he didn't seem
a bit surprised, or expect anything else. You don't need to
read far into Jeff's opinlons to
realize that if someone had
video footage of Dan giving
mouth to mouth to a dying
puppy, while catching a toddler
being dropped from a burning
building, the headline would
read: Minn!'!sota Republican
Tampers With Natural Order!
So, thank yhu, _I'in just as sick
of this as you are.
Tom Morrissey,
paid for by Tom Morrissey
Publisher's Response,
As much as I wanted this to
end, Tom had other ideas. When
he brought in his Letter To The
Editor, I called him to inform
him 1 wasn't going to publish it.
He said, "We figured you would
say that, so we already planned
to print up thousands of them
and put them on the windshields
of cars from here to Hallock."
. I felt there would be less rubbish blowing around our community if I just run the letter. I
informed him I would puJ his
letter in the newspaper.
Tom, I didn't make one statement about your cause, so I'm
not sure what you needed to
clear 1-lP. I just stated your time
.could be put to better use fighting for your cause than a letter
war with me. Not much to clear
up.
As far as not covering the
meeting. I tried to get someone
to cover it, but with no ~uccess.
I do apologize for that, but
unfortunately lives are busy. If
you or someone from the group
of ~rgtJnizers: would have sub.mftte4_ an, article or photos; I
-u zhun
. wyld ha¥e. been

happy to publi'Sh it.
Really!? Your comment
"Notice-l'm still notasking," is
a very childish, narrow-minded
comment, in my opinion. It says
to me, you may not share my
same opinion so I just don't
want to hear it.
One thing I have learned in
life; no matter whether someones opinion differs from mine
or not, I may learn something
from them.
My point on paying for the
Letter To The Editor wasn't who
paid for it. The point is: a smart
business person is going to
charge for excessive ramblings.
The cost of printil;tg, postage,
staff etc. is not free. If someone
is going to write excessively, it
is a smart business decision to
charge, and we aren't the only
newspaper that charges.
I think you may be having a
"blonde" moment. I knew what
all the letters were pertaining
to, it wouldn't take a rocket scientist to figure it out. You stated
"it must be a record, six letters
pointing out the same flaw." My
point was it set no record.
Bro has written about many
controversial topics and just
like this time, not everyone
agrees with his opinion.
Before your head gets too
big, and you take all the credit
for my comments on the organized Letters To The Editor, I was
referring to a different individual in "the group" who.. made
comments to me on the letters
and called to make sure I would
get the'!' all in.
I'm sure you were aware of
some of the fuss that was going
on, but I don't believe you were
the brains of the operation.
I can only laugh at your comment saying Bro is a coward.
Anyone who knows Bro knows
he is far from a coward. He
stands up for what he believes
in, just like you do.
You may not like Bro or his
opinions. I do know you would
change your tune about him if
his opinions were the same as
your opinions.
I regretfully inform you, that
not everyone in this world
thinks the same about everything. I always say, "to each his
own."
A> ar as the Dt;n Fabian

press release, Bro does NOT
decide what goes in the paper
each week.
In the past year, we have
printed 2 front page stories
(which Bro wrote), 3 press
releases and 10 Letters To The
Editor pertaining to Dan
Fabian.
Obviously, if there was a
conspiracy against Dan, these
would not have appeared in the
paper!
I'm sorry if we missed a press
release la~t fall.
If Don Ross or anyone else
would have brought it to my
attention that we missed it, it
would have run the following
week. I can't fix what I'm
unaware of.
.
It did Dan Fabian absolutely
no good to have Don Ross complain to Tom. Unless, Tom
would have taken it one step
further and brought it to our
attention.
We receive a lot of mail, emails, phone calls and people
dropping off information weekly.
I will be the first to apologize
for anything we have overlooked or any- error we have
made.
I feel my staff and I do the
best job we can each week for
our readers We are all human
and errors do happen. .
I know I'm not perfect and I
sure don't expect my staff and
writers to be perfect. All/ ask is
they do the best of their ability.
' I give a pat on the back to my
staff and my writers for all they
do./ think they do an outstanding job each week.
This goes out to all the readers.Ifwe have missed an article
or photo, please bring it to our
attention. We can't do anything
unless we are aware of it.
Tom, if nothing else good
comes out of our letter war, I'm
glad you have started reading
the newspaper. Witnesses even
saw you purchase a newspaper
last week! That is a feat in itself.
I will leave you with something the former owner of the
Roseau Times-Region told me
on several occasions. "Never
mess with a woman who buys
ink by the barrelfuls!" Smart
mar,tf

Jeff Olsen's "In Which I Answer Mv Recent Critics" 01
Dear Editor,
Jeff, congratulations on making this about your military
service (one of the few facts
you share in your opinion
pieces) but not about the lies
and insults you slung at a presenter, the people who brought
him here, and the people who
attended his presentation. To be
clear, this is about a sheriff,
who WHILE SHERIFF, sued
the U.S. government over an
UNCONSTITUTIONAL law
(the Assault Weapons Ban) and
WON in the Supreme Court.

The Supreme Court ruled in
Mack/Printzv. U.S. that there is
only
a
select list of
Constitutional powers the
Federal government has an all
other powers belong to the
states and people (see the lOth
Amendment). It confirmed that
the sheriff is indeed the chief
law enforcement officer of the
county and that he or she has
the final say on either enforcing
just laws of ignoring and even
fighting unjust laws. It went and
still . goes way beyond 2nd
Amendment arms rights.

Enormous numbers of fine
citizens, farmers, ranchers, business owners, retired persons,
college students, teenagers, military service members, veterans,
Christians, sheriffs, peace officers and victims of violent and
property and property crimes
attended the presentation. A core
group of some of the aforementioned worked tirelessly and
promptly to make his appearance possible. He came to accept
the second largest donation the
CSPOA ever received. Again,
we worked to raise mOID?Y to
Roseau TimesRegion, April 6,
2013

Examples otlunorance and Arrogance
Dear Editor,
Answering my critics and
Praise the Lord and Pass the
Ammo are two of the more blatant examples of the ignorance
and· arrogance that is tearing
this country apart. Just for the
record Colin and I have been
friends for over a quarter of a
century. I hope he doesn't dignify Jeff Olson's opinion with
any kind of response. It doesn't
deserve one. He, Tom, and
Sherrif Mac are big boys and
can fight their own battles.
Colin asked me one time if I
wanted to put some money
towards their cause. I said that
this is a fight that has to be
fought in the Senate and the
House not in the county and
that we would get more bang
for our buck from the NRA. I
sent .my money to the NRA and
didn't have anything to do with
getting Mac up here. I did go to
the school and listen to what
were the shortest most informational and interesting two hours
I have had in along time. I have
voted every year since I could

and never once have voted
along party lines. Until
Obummer came along I neither
knew or cared anything about
how my friends thought about
politics. Bill Clinton was
caught cheating in the oral
office many times and.was still
reelected. When you cheat on
your spouse you break a promise . to them and to God.
Someone that would lie to them
would lie to anyone. Just an
example of how important honesty is to some politicians. The
Washington Post awards the
Pinocchio award to politicians
caught lying. Last month
OBamo got two Pinocchios.
Jeff said he will never take
our guns. How much does he
have to pay for a haircut with
his head where it is. Al Buffum
echoed Jeff's statement that any
late fifties to early sixties man
that didn't serve in the military
can't be a patriot and love his
· country. I now have an idea
how Julius Ceasar felt when he
said "you too Brutus?" when he
noticed one of the many dagc

gers in liis vitals had. been'imt
there by what· he thought was
his friend. I had a low draft
number and had there been one
more round of the draft would
have had to go. The fact that I
didn't have to go to that dirty
Asian war 'was cause for many
weekends of mild to moderate
alcohal poisoning. At least I
didn't return to American soil to
be spit on and called baby
killer. Now when our boys
come home they are treated
with appreciation and respect.
Our gun ban president keeps
stirring up Sandy Hook and
blaming it on the guns. Why
doesn't he get some of the parents from Kent State way down
in 0-hi-0 and see if they still
miss their unarmed children
that were shot down by our
government.
I have noticed from exmilitary people I have known that
the more they have seen and
done the less likely they will
ever talk about it. Mankind has
been killing each other since
Cain killed Able and probably

Write a LETTER TO THE EDITOR
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help an organization led by a
retired SHERIFF who sued the
U.S. government over an
UNCONSTITUTIONAL law
(the Assault Weapons Ban) and
WdN in the Supreme Court.
What does his organization, the
Constitutional Sheriffs and
Peace Officers Association
(CSPOA) do? It helps peace
officers and citizens understand
Constitutional law enforcement
as already ruled up<>n by the
Supreme Court. Why? Because
the federal and some state governments keep trying again and

again to pass laws that clearly
violate the U.S. Constitution.
That is fact, regardless of how
anyone FEELS about it.
You said Sheriff Mack was
selling fear and speaking to the
choir. That the old, white (not
sure how that's relevant-maybe
you're racist) men who attended
his presentation probably never
served. How can you know that
when you didn't even attend?
People lend more credence to
a professional sheriff who won
a historic lawsuit over an
unconstitutional gun ban and

won't be stopping anytime
soon. They.want to limit us to a
ten round clip. Sometimes ten
rounds aren't enough to neutralize the threat.
When someone says I don't
love my country they are walking on the fighting side of me.
They say the pen is mightier
than the sword. Hopefully that
is true because I realy hate
swords. Jeff said he didn't have
to have cancer to write about it.
If the number of Vietnam vets
dying from it after being
exposed to agent orange is any
indication you might want to
study up a bit. Comparing

someone that is willing to stand
up for the consititution to
Timothy MeVeigh is like comparing someone that likes a
good steak to Jeffry Darnmar.
Vietnam was pretty much called
LBJ's war. He was a what?
Benjamin Franklin, Thomas
Jefferson, Thomas Payne, and
Samuel Adams didn't serve in
the military.
Enough said.
Sheldon Larson
PS if you don't like guns
. don't buy one. If you do, join
theNRA.

the organization he heads and
the hundreds of sheriffs and sheriffs associations nationwide that
have vowed to fight unconstitutional arms laws than an absentee, vitriolic opinion writer.
In closing, I'd say that just
because those you denigrate
don't dignify your slings with a
response, doesn't mean they
can't.
Justin D. Brantingham,
President of RAM
DefenseLLC

SPRING WHEAT fOR SAlE
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Protein

JENNA

The Yielder with Protein
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For the record, carrying in a county courthouse complex is
NOT illegal. Anyone with a valid Minnesota Permit to Carry
can notify the county sheriff (of the county courthouse complex
they intend to visit) in writing that they have a valid permit to
carry and when visiting the courthouse may be armed.
Moreover, anyone who has a valid Minnesota Permit to Carry is
NO LONGER BANNED from carrying a loaded rifle or shotgun
in public. “Public place”, according to the law, is defined as
“property owned, leased, or controlled by a governmental unit”.
Though RAM Defense LLC recommends people don’t do that
because of the attention they would get and possibly even a long
legal battle where the judge(s) and sheriff could likely find a
way to make you guilty of some minor or major infraction
(including a felony), A PERMIT HOLDER STILL COULD.
See Minnesota statutes: 624.714, 624.7181 and 609.66.
However, some judges have seen fit (in direct contradiction to
state law and your rights) to restrict people’s right to carry any
firearm in county courthouse complexes—not just their
courtrooms. A person attempting to carry in a courthouse
complex in one of those counties could face refusal of entry,
disarmament and even contempt of court charges.
Reprogramming tip: Some people have a problem with people
carrying rifles and shotguns in public, but not handguns. Maybe
because they are bigger, or might look scarier or might shoot
further. The fact remains that the Constitution says the right to
bear [any] arms shall not be infringed PERIOD. We already
comply with a myriad of unjust laws that violate the highest law
of the land: the U.S. Constitution. Regardless, Minnesota law
still allows it for those willing to jump through the
unconstitutional hoops.
*RAM Defense LLC offers professional, NOT legal, advice. Consult the laws and a knowledgeable attorney for verification.

4/15/2013

Reprogramming tip: Arguing that one should NOT be armed
with whatever defense tool one sees fit in a public place does the
exact OPPOSITE of increasing public safety. It leaves the
innocent nearly powerless against the wicked. Criminals don’t
care about signs. That is why MOST HIGH PROFILE
SHOOTINGS TAKE PLACE IN GUN FREE ZONES!
Reprogramming tip: Civil rights and liberties should extend to
all: civilians, civil servants, law enforcement officers, military,
etc. NO ONE should have LESS RIGHTS THAN ANYONE
ELSE unless they have already proven to society that that are a
menace.

*RAM Defense LLC offers professional, NOT legal, advice. Consult the laws and a knowledgeable attorney for verification.

4/15/2013
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Whv Do You Keep Torturing Yourselves;

school teachers who ruled with
iron fists, and nobody would
have dared to enter their classrooms to commit mayhem.
Already, you're yelling,
"Maude, that damn Olsen is at it
again. How do you spell agiJator?"
Yes, it has been challenging
being the focus of so much
attention, all of it negative in
recent weeks.
Not that I read everything.
SKIP TillS COLUMN if it
causes you heartburn, hate,
Some of the writing was so
hives, or headaches.
poor that I felt like taking out a
I'll be honest.
red pen and making corrections.
I can't -figure out the people . Some people have too much
who know where I stand on the spare time.
Even a priest wrote me a perissues and yet they continually
muddle and mumble their way sonal letter, which has to earn
through this space mad as hell me a plenary indulgence, meanbecause I have criticized their - ing I will spend considerably
take your pick - intelligence, less time in purgatory.
political preference, pet projects,
But that's enough acclaim for
favorite institutions, and their being in the spotlight and subskewed beliefs on global warm- jected to such malice.
Today, I want to clean the
ing.
Nothing will ever change.
slate.
We live in a great country.
I stand for women's rights,
Start with that.
minority rights, gay rights, and
I never agreed with the hard
citizenship for all immigrants
who. are gainfully employed and hats, who chanted in the late
1960s and early 1970s during
law abiding.
I am opposed to pedophile the anti-war protests, "America,
clergymen and scout leaders, love it or leave it!"
intolerance, churches involved
The conservatives wanted the
in politics, warmongering, the hippies, the Yippies, the draft
Republican Party until it moves dodgers, and the scum (which
to the center, tax cuts foi: the included those individuals who
sq.per rich, and gun violence.
were "agitators" like the blacks,
Last week was the epitome of who were protesting for their
fear when Asa Hutchinson, an civil rights) to leave America.
NRA spokesman, discussed his
To criticize your country or
organization's proposals in your church is to do it a great
Washington DC, and a bomb service because you believe it
sniffing dog was brought in to can do better.
ferret out the nutcases.
You had to have been an adult
back then and not have lived up
It's a hell of a world.
Mr. Hutchinson wants to sta- here in the boonies where you
tion armed guards in American were so isolated.
schools and even arm the teachYou missed a special time.
ers.
There, was the smell of grass
Once, we had nuns and public (the stuff inhaled), cops launch-

Jen
Olsen

BackAtcha

ing canisters of tear gas shot into
large crowds to disperse thein,
and many politicians deriding
our youth as rabble.
The times were a changin'.
Some people thought this
country was ripe for a revolution.
We
were
just
being
Americans.
We were being us.
We've never gotten along.
And we've always had our
misfits: the KKK, the fringe
groups, the malcontents, and the
assassins.
I remember kayaking on the
Peace River in British Columbia
in June 1968 and stopping at a
trapper's cabin.
I was with Willie Steger when
this old trapper said, "What's
wrong with you Americans?
First, you kill King and then you
kill Kennedy."
I told him he had it all wrong.
First, Lee Harvey Oswald
killed John F. Kennedy on
November 22, 1963, and then
James Earl Ray killed Martin
Luther King, Jr. on April 4,
1968.
But I had it wrong.
That old Canadian, who lived
quietly with his sled dogs staked
outside and a battery-powered
radio as his only source of news,
informed us that somebody
(Sirhan Sirhan) had shot and
killed Bobby Kennedy in Los
Angeles a few days before.
It's a hell of a legacy.
In America, we kill our leaders.
In a hail of bullets.
We silence great voices forever.
It's a damn shame.
In my lifetime, Rev. Martin
Luther King, Jr. was the finest
spokesman for brotherhood this
country has ever had.
He was shot dead in

Roseau Times-Region, April 13, 2013
in the back. I can't figure out
exactly what you are saying,
but I assume I am expected to
p~rrot back a conservative

numbers faster in urban inner
cities than maybe here in
Roseau. Besides in more affluent areas draft age guys were in
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Memphis.
To say I loved Bobby
Kennedy, who wasn't a saint
either, is an understatement.
He was shot dead in Los
Angeles.
In a span of less than five
years, from 1963 to 1968,
America witnessed the assassinations of three great leaders.
Two were killed by Americans
and one was killed by a
Palestinian with Jordanian citizenship.
Yes, we are sometimes a great
nation.
America, love it or leave it!
Don't buy into that slogan.
Where else would you want to
live?
I've always had a fondness for
Canada and even have a
Canadian Social Security card.
But America is home.
It always will be home even
when I know this country has
done wrong.
But I can no more stay mad at
America than I could stay mad
at God.
No, they're not the same, but
God and Country rank at the top.
Even up here, we have people
who are mad at their government, its policies, its regulations, its encroachments, and its
pronouncements.
I remember the late Lewis
Grizzard, a columnist and
author, chastising the Soviet dissident Aleksandr Solznenitsyn
after he castigated America in
the 1980s.
Mr. Solzhenitsyn had been
expelled from the Soviet Union
in 1974 and was given asylum
by our government.
A decade later, Solzhenitsyn
spoke out against America for its
many failings, which Mr.
Grizzard, a fine Southerner, took
offense with.
"But where will you go next,

Aleksandr?" asked Mr. Grizzard
in his column.
And where will you go next if
this country is as bad as you
think it is? Canada? Mexico?
England? Switzerland? Iran?
Sweden? South Africa? Russia?
Cambodia?
Poland,
Afghanistan? France?
Go where you want!
The grass isn't always greener
on the other side of the fence.
I'm staying right here in
America.
Presently, it's Roseau.
I like most of the people, have
some very good friends, have
been blessed because a number
of lovely ladies of all ages hug
me on occasion, and where else
would I want to live when
there's all this snow on the
ground on April 11.
But if you really hate the president and the government, do
everyone a favor.
Continue to dig your little
mental bunkers and proceed to
go bonkers.
For me, I prefer to see rainbows instead of rainouts.
Most of the angry people that
I know are in good health and
should be counting their blessings.
You seldom see cancer
patients on a tangent about
what's wrong with this country.
Or mad as hell at me.
They're just happy if they're
pain free and their long-term
prognosis is improving.
This is a great country with
lots of wide open spaces and
some very good people.
Now, if the above statement
gets your goat, I can't help you.
I'm sticking by my opinion.
Like it or luQJ.p it.

equally as important as the 2nd
Amendment as is every other
amendment. Nobody can pick
and choose to honor some

the "system" ... as collaborators
in some vast conspiracy aimed
at you ... or the direct cause of
your problems ... is an o~d tried
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After reading the letters submitted by Mr. Morrissey, Mr.
Brantingham and Mr. Larson, I
would like to clarify a couple of
points these gentlemen might
not be aware of. First, Mr.
Brantingham would like to
emphasis Mr. Mack's NRA
backed lawsuit was a big deal.
Well, the fact is for everyone... like myself... who supports our Bill of Rights, it was a
big deal and I do believe I covered the moral and legal obligations to resist "illegal" orders
and laws in my editorial column. It also is apparent nobody
involved has been reading my
crap for all these years since if
they had been following my
columns and listening to me
when I "preach" around town,
they would know there is no
bigger a conservative pro-gun,
pro-Constitution meat head in
the region than I. They would
also realize I am a steadfast
supporter and believer in every
word appearing in the U.S.
Constitution and the Bill of
Rights. They would also know
from my writing quite a few
years ago, I was the target of a
Congressional ordered investigation and a federal grand jury
for my belief the U.S.
Constitution is the ultimate
"law of the land" and along
with the Bill of Rights not to
have a single word violated by
the machinations of man.
Mr. Larson, please let me get
this straight. For some reas.,n,
you imply like Brutus ... "Et tu
Brutus!" ... I have stabbed you

columns have a conservative
leaning to them. However, the
truth of the matter is I have
taken a sworn... by any standards a sacred oath ... to protect
the United States Constitution ..
What this translates into is the
simple to understand fact I
swore before God and man I
would protect onto death every
words in the Constitution,
which includes protecting the
rights of a free press and the
rights of every single person to
express his or her opinions
without fear of direct or indirect
threat to be deprived of those
rights.
I also see you ... Mr. Larson ...
made mention of having a "low
draft number" and " ... had there
been one more round of the
draft ... would have had to go."
I also had a low draft number...
52 or 56... and had lost my
deferment because I had a skill
the military deemed necessary.
I forget exactly which lottery
number it was between the two
and I got zinged in one of the
very first call ups. Similarly, a
lot of my fellow inner city peers
got called up in those first few
call ups and as I recall the draft
board was calling up my buddies with numbers higher than
l 00 almost before the ink was
dry on the lottery law. I questioned why so many inner city
youths were getting drafted
after I found out in other areas
the call up numbers were
nowhere near· as high. The
excuse I was given is the number of draftees in any given
geographical level depended on
how many had lower numbers
as opposed to those with higher
numbers. In other words, the
system was exhausting lower
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ments. Thus the slack m tne
quotas were being made up
from out of less lucky inner city
"cannon fodder" candidates.
But as it turned out I was
never inducted for reasons I am
not at liberty to talk about.
However, if you felt so bad
about never going to 'Nam then
why didn't you enlist.
I can tell you from having
done it myself saving someone's life is a good feeling .
Field dressing a horrendous
wound and keeping another
from bleeding out is a wonderful feeling ... carrying a bombing victim to safety or a horribly burned fire bombing victim
through the flames and hunting
down the predators is a rewarding way to spend your life.
People ask me about what I did
for a li~ing and I tell them I
loved my job since it was one
long adventure. Despite all the
injuries, wounds and scars ... my
best memories ... the memories I
concentrate on are the ones in
which I helped others live
another day. The worst day of
my life was when my agency
forced me to retire and relocate
because in their opinion I had
too many serious injuries to do
the "job" any longer.
So don't be even trying to
define courage to me. I've seen
too many brave people die and
too many brave people maimed
for life to listen to any weekend
wannabees playing at being
warriors.
As for Mr. Morrissey's most
recent letter allow me to state I
did not " .. .feel left out" nor did
I " ... just want to keep it (the
ruckus) going?" In fact, let me
repeat I intended on defending
the 1st Amendment ... which is

LETTERS TO THE ED11

It Doesn't Help to Complain
Dear Editor,
It was pointed out once that it
doesn't help to complain.
Almost immediately it was
made clear that it also doesn't
hurt. I have figured out ov.er the
years that no one wants to hear
me whine, so I will write about
it.
You know winter is hanging
on too long when the first robin
of the year has his tongue
frozen to the mailbox post.· I
hope they have a forgiving
nature because I had to use the
first warm water I thought of.
Winter got the best of me a
few days ago. Lurch Larson is
now Lurch Leroy Larson, Karl
Larson is now Karl Ramon
Larson. Those are our dogs; my

wife said if I gave the c3;ts middle names she would start committment proceedings. The one
bright spot is that the snow that
has melted so far seems to be
soaking away. Everyone knew
there would be a price to pay
for the spring we had last year,
but enough already. I am ready
to trade this bright white world
we've been in for five months
for some green grass, green
leaves, and hopefully not too
many mosquitos and ticks.
My baby calves are doing
fine as long as they have a dry
place to be out of the wind and
a belly full of warm milk. They
are remarkably tough, but if it
wasn't their fust spring they
would complain, too. All the

signs point to spring, but non
say how far away it is. They
said it was to get close to eighty
degrees in Washington D.C.
today. That leaves little doubt
where all the hot air is. During
the dustbowl a lot of people lost
their minds from the constant
wind and dust. I am starting to
think snow can accomplish the
same thing. It probably doesn't
help to complain, but it is making me feel a little better. Think
summer. We might just as well
give up on spring and go right
to summer.
Losing my grip just a little.
Sheldon Larson

second intent was to pass on my
experience dealing with other
groups and messianic leaders.
Indeed, Mr. Morrissey, you
made one of my points for me
when you wrote my " ... home
work was flawed." and Mr.
Mack said " ...several times
throughout his presentation that
his goal is to navigate 'a peaceful path'." as well as "The entire
presentation was about fmding
a 'peaceful path'." Oh! Me! Oh,
my! Like I have never heard
that before from a whole lot of
speakers who wanted to divorce
themselves... have "plausible
denial"... if anyone in their
audiences do something way,
way beyond the pale. The first
thing your messiah will say is ...
"I never told them to do that!"
My experience has kind of
jaundiced me from trusting
self-proclaimed saviors from
ourselves.
Really now! It
seems something managed to
bring out your aggressiveness
towards Jeff in your first "manifesto" as well as me and Jeff in
your second "manifesto".
Something has made you get all
puffed up with false machismo.
I find it hard to believe you and
your rough tough posse see
either little old Jeff or little old
crippled me as a threat to your
group... your goals and your
agenda. After all... Sticks and
stones and bullets too can break
your bones but words can't hurt
you none. It seems to me like
every other bully boy you have
picked out a seemingly weak
individual to focus your hatred
on and tagged this individual as
representative of your group's
enemy... which is a good tactic.
Like other extreme groups singling out individuals or groups
of individuals as symbols for
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tringe group cohesive. In short,
distributing the guilt among the
group locks their loyalty in to
you. The problem with that is
your group at some point is
going to realize their true
enemy is devouring them from
the inside out like a gigantic
tapeworm.
Lastly, you seem to think you
are impressing someone ... certainly not me ... with beating on
your little tin drum why Jeff
and I didn't come to the meeting. Impugning our courage
doesn't mean crap because it
doesn't take any courage at all
to follow the mob mentality but
it does to speak out.
Well, I will let you all in a little secret... you see while you
all were at the meeting ... I was
at home crippled up and in pain
resulting from steadily worsening various and sundry old
"battle" wounds and injuries
incurred when I was busy keeping your butt and your
Constitutional Rights safe and
secure.
You see, gentlemen, what
you say or write about me doesn't mean a damn thing to me ...
so when you cast innuendos
about my courage or even about
Jeffs ... what reality boils down
to is I know what it takes to
bring me down ... do you?
But... and this is a large
gigantic but... believe me... I
would fight damn hard to make
sure each of you... Mr.
Morrissey, Mr. Brantingham,
Mr. Larson ... retain each and
every one of your God given
"inalienable" rights as written
in the U.S. Constitution and the
Bill of Rights.
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Mv Point: Do Your Homework
Dear Editor,
I fiacl- it interesting how Mr.
Olson thinks the Associated
Press knows anything about the
Catholic Church, her members,
or her teachings. The Roman
Catholic Church does not forbid
the washing of women's feet
during Holy Thursday services.
It is open to interpretation. Some
parishes include everyone, some
pick 12 members of the parish,
etc.
As for "traditional Catholics
having a problem with the new
pope," again Jeff is off base. I
have yet to hear a credible
source complain about Pope
Francis, his thoughts, teachings,
or actions. Mr. Olson, please try
to use Catholic sources when

talking about the Church. There
are several for you to choose
from, and most have internet
sites: EWTN, New Advent,
Zenit, Catholic News Agency,
National Catholic Register...
There is also Catholic radio.
The most local station we have
available is Real Presence Radio
based in North Dakota. They
even have live streaming if you
can't get good radio reception at
home.
My point: do your homework.
It doesn't take long, thanks to the
internet and search engines.
Nancy Ellenson
Warroad
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LETTERS TO THE E DITOR

lnconsistencv
To the Editor,
The best thing Jeff Olsen can
do is keep his opinion to himself. I feel he doesn't believe in
anything he writes. He does it
to get the people riled up.
People don't like writing to the
editor because they get labeled.
But we have to respond to his
garbage because if we don't,
people are going to start believing him, especially our young
people. Have you noticed none
of the letters to the editor were
in favor of Jeff.
If you write a letter to the editor and it gets a little too long,
you have to pay for extra space.
Jeff can write a half a page and
pay nothing. Plus, he gets paid
to write it. So is it his opinion or
is it that of the paper?
Here are a few examples of
his inconsistency in some of his
writing that come to mind. He
said in the paper that he would
invite me to his mosquito parties. It never happened. He also

said he would do it personally.
It never happened. He talked
about retiring long time ago. It
hasn't happened. In one article
he went on and on blasting the
Vikings. Less than two weeks
later his favorite governor
signed the papers to build a new
stadium. You didn't hear a peep
from Jeff.
He writes about women's
rights, but here he picks and
chooses the parts that will make
him look good. He and other
people like him are forgetting a
group of women. It is the baby
women in the womb.
Now all of a sudden it is OK
for one woman to kill another.
Jeff seems to know a lot
about the business of the
church. I wonder if he knows
God's law on abortion?
He prefers to stick to the
flawed civil law on the subject.
The civil law he can twist and
turn the way he wants, but
God's law he can't. Can you

imagine what the world would
be like if the Blessed Virgin
Mary would have exercised her
so called women's right. There
would be no Christmas, no
Easter or salvation.
People can't figure out why
there is so much violence in
America. It is just the simple
loss of respect for life. Think
about it for awhile.
One last comment I have that
few people are aware of. It is
that when the Japanese attacked
Pearl Harbor, they were to go to
the U.S. mainland. But decided
against it because they knew
most Americans had guns.
You don't have to worry
aboUt me canceling my subscription. I can't wait each
week to read what a jerk Jeff is
going to make of himself. My
wife says, how can you read
this garbage.
Virgil Gryshiewicz

The Problem Isn't the Gun
Dear Editor,
Politicians can argue over the
model of a gun and the size of
the clip, but they are missing
the real issue. The problem isn't
the gun, and it's not even the
mentally ill, or, angry, confused, and hostile individuals;
we will always have them, - the
bigger problem is their lack of
morality. The value of life has
been denigrated by the teaching
of theory of evolution, the
greatest hoax ever played on
mankind and immoral practice
of abortion. Evolution teaches
that we are simply chemical and

biological accidents, and therefore we have no real purpose or
meaning,
worth
nothing. Abortion teaches us
that life can be snuffed out
when it is incontinent, worth
nothing. When human life is
denigrated to the point of little
or no valued, immoral people
will not think much of killing
others. Adolf Hitler is a prime
example - he classified the
Jews as non-people, and therefore his obvious lack of morals
dido 't restrain him from killing
millions. Maybe it is more than
ironic that the Jews, who he

wanted to destroy, were the
ones through whom God passed
His morals on to us .
Taking large clips away from
Hitler would not have made any
difference.
When and if God's morals are
taught to our children, we will
see the issue go away. Teach
your
children
the
Ten
Commandments, and then set
them an example of how to
keep them. You will be blessing
them and society.
Don Werner
Northfield

New Gun Restrictions
Dear Editor,
As we read the daily news
reports, we find ourselves overwhelmed with a tsunami of new
gun restrictions sweeping
across the whole country. Like a
volcanic cloud of ridiculous
regulations belched into the sky
just to see what sticks as the
<Just settles, none of which
adl;lress mental helath issues or
I

certain I have looked straight
into the eyes of a saint.
Because of gun control, people rounded up and exterminated in the 20th Century alone,
total more than 56 million
souls. Guns in the hands of law
abiding citizens save lives and
property. And, yes, gun control
laws adversely affect ONLY
law abiding
. ,. citig:n§. a
,.

with al-Qaida, the KKK and
white supremacist groups. In a
slideshow entitled "Extremists
& Extremist Organizations," 17
organizations and religions
made the list. Army spokesman
George Wright said the briefing
was a year ago and the person
responsible apologized for' any
offense and "we. consider 'W.e
matter clo.sef' ferha.es I'm flo~;

center of all the mass shootings
that sparked the whole debate.
Before we find ourselves without
a
United
States
Constitution, we should review
a little gun history.
In 1929, the Soviet Union
established gun control. From
1929 to 1953, 20 million dissidents were rounded up and
exterminated./In 1911,. Turkey
established gun control. From
1915 to 1917, 1.5 million
Armenians were rounded up
and exterminated./In 1938,
Germany established gun control. From 1939 to 1945, 13
million Jews and others were
rounded
up
and
exterminated./In 1935, China
established gun control. From
1948 to 1952, 20 million political dissidents were rounded up
and exterminated./In 1964,
Guatemala established gun control. From 1964 to 1981 , ·
100,000 Mayan Indians were
rounded
up
and
~terminatedJin 1970, Uganda
established gun control. From
1971 to 1979, 300,000
Christians were rounded up and
exterminated./In
1956,
Cambodia established gun control. From 1975 to 1977, one
million educated people were
rounded
up
and
exterminatedJin 1994, one million people were butchered with
machetes in Rwanda. I urge
everyone to log onto immaculee.com and order a copy of
"Left to Tell." It's the horrific
story of how Immaculee
Ilibagiza survived the 1994
genocide that left one million
Rwandans dead, including most
of her family. I have met
Immaculee personally, and feel

ing-when we consider the massive military equipment build
up of armored vehicles,
machine guns, and ammo at the
DHS. followed by a news report
just out at armytimes .com by
staff writer Karen Jowers,
where Jowers reports of a briefing from an army reserve unit
that cited Catholicism and
Evangelical Christianity as
examples of, "religious extremism"- now in the same company

a 2000 year olQ faith mad~ ·the
list in the first place!
(Especially when we consider
the long history of man's inhumanity against man.) All the
while, we're watching our own
government build a domestic
army. The time to question our
government is now.
Tom Morrissey,

Gatzke
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CONGRATULATIONS
DAAAIN!
Americlnn National Manager
of the Year!

Five things and a demand:
1. Jeff Olsen horribly demeaned Sheriff Richard Mack
and those who brought him here and attended his
presentation. This included military veterans. See all
the relevant documentation for proof.
2. Jeff Olsen (and later Al Buffum) took the focus off the
central issue and made it about Jeff’s military service.
Nothing could be further from the truth or the issue.
3. RAM Defense LLC is encouraged by:
a. The many people that are writing letters to the editor
to let Jeff Olsen and the Roseau Times-Region how
displeased they are with his errors, misrepresentations
and insults.
b. The many people that are contacting and visiting
RAM Defense LLC, Tom Morissey, Colin Pearson and
other gun owners and veterans and patriots (none of
these being mutually exclusive) out there who are
taking a stand to let them know they appreciate their
efforts.
4. RAM Defense LLC’s letter to the editor writing will
probably cease—at least for now.
5. This is an open statement to all who are mistaken,
misguided or outright deceiving us: QUIT LYING TO ME
AND THE PUBLIC ABOUT NOT WANTING TO TAKE
OUR GUNS. People and government have been after them
in part or whole for nearly 100 years or more. It’s a FACT,
regardless of how anyone FEELS about it. Proof:
a. Outlawing of fully automatic firearms unless you
jump through tons of unconstitutional hoops.
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b. Outlawing of short-barreled shotguns and some homemade firearms.
c. Outlawing of silencers in the state of Minnesota.
d. The fact you have to get a permit to even purchase a
pistol in Minnesota, let alone carry one.
e. The plethora of restrictions and rules one must be
nearly a lawyer to understand.
f. The fact that some judges have and do override or
even mock the law to take your rights from you.
g. The fact that you can’t have a loaded rifle or shotgun
in a motorized vehicle in Minnesota since the 1980s.
h. The fact that you have to do background checks for
purchases from an FFL since the 1990s.
i. The fact that types of firearms and magazines are
banned in various ways across the country.
j. The fact that almost no one expect a federal law
enforcement officer can carry in any federal building,
including a post office (per its edict).
k. The fact that U.S. presidents have issued numerous
executive orders tightening firearms administrative
controls.
l. The fact that the mainstream media has been thanked
by politicians for helping to advance gun control.
m.
The fact that the Veterans Administration is
causing veterans’ firearms to be seized without any
due process for whatever reason the V.A. provides.
n. That some state governments are seizing the firearms
of people who are on medication, even if they have
not been adjudicated as mentally unstable (a
requirement under the law).
4/15/2013

o. Outlawing the importation of certain surplus military
arms—even if they were American guns in the first
place.
p. The federal government selling firearms to Mexican
gangsters to then point to them in their hands as proof
we need to crack down on American arms sales (see
Operation Fast and Furious).
q. The fact that the government gun control efforts made
so cautious or scared the American gun owner in 2009
and 2013 that a run on all things firearm caused a
national shortage and price inflation.
r. The fact the United States had an assault weapons ban
for ten years and is still trying to pass another one.
s. America signing on to the United Nations Arms Trade
Treaty, which includes small arms within a country in
the hands of civilians.
t. American locales with the greatest amount of gun
control see the most gun violence. It is no defense that
the guns are secured elsewhere and just used there
because then the less restrictive places the guns are
supposedly secured would also see such violence!

QUIT LYING TO ME AND THE PUBLIC ABOUT NOT
WANTING TO TAKE OUR GUNS!
QUIT TELLING ME AND THE PUBLIC THAT A
CHANGE IN CULTURE OR PUBLIC SAFETY
DEMANDS EVEN MORE “REASONABLE”
LIMITATIONS OUR FREEDOMS WHEN IT ALL
VIOLATES THE HIGHEST LAW OF THE LAND,
CAUSES FREEDOM’S DEMISE AND LOSS OF LIFE!
4/15/2013

